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1. Print out your chart (at http://www.astro.com/horoscopes/ahor.asp, on the "free horoscope" page 
scroll down to the section marked "Chart drawing, Ascendant" and click on it) 

2. Cross out “horseshoes” and “key” pictures to leave 10 pictures (planets) in the chart 3. Write 
“Inner World” at top of chart and “Outer World” at bottom of chart: circle name where more 
planets are in (e.g., if more planets are at bottom of chart, circle “Inner World” 

3. Write “Self” at left of chart and “Other” at right of chart: circle name where more planets are in 
(e.g., if more planets are at right of chart, circle “Other”) 

4. Write out “IC, “Midheaven”, “Ascendant”, and “Descendant” at the points that are the farthest 
“Inner”, “Outer”, “Self”, and “Other” 

5. Write out “Beginnings” in the bottom left of the chart, “Development” in the bottom right of 
the chart, “Achievement” in the top right of the chart, and “Maturity” in the top right of the 
chart:  circle name where more planets are in (e.g., if more planets are at the bottom left of the 
chart, circle “Beginnings”) 

6. Write “I”, “M”, and “S”, and “E” around the chart on the inside edge of the chart houses (i.e., 
write “I”, “M”, and “S”, and “E” on the inside edge of the first four houses, write “I”, “M”, and 
“S”, and “E” on the inside edge of the next four houses, and write “I”, “M”, and “S”, and “E” on 
the inside edge of the last four houses) 

7. Write “A”, “S”, and “L” around the chart on the outside edge of the chart houses (i.e., write “A”, 
“S”, and “L” in the outside edge of the three houses in the “Beginnings” section, write “A”, “S”, 
and “L” in the outside edge of the three houses in the “Development” section, write “A”, “S”, 
and “L” in the outside edge of the three houses in the “Achievement” section, write “A”, “S”, 
and “L” in the outside edge of the three houses in the “Maturity” section) 

8. Write out the 12 astrological house “keywords” in the 12 astrological houses on your birth chart 
(write out each keyword near the middle of the chart). 

9. Write out next to the planets in your chart the “keywords” for the 10 planets in your birth 
chart. 

10. Write out next to the signs on the outside of your chart the 12 “keywords” for the 12 signs 

11. Print out this worksheet: 
http://www.geocities.com/wilsontctc/Astro-sentence_worksheet3.pdf 

12. Fill out the worksheet, putting the planet keywords next to the astrological house keywords (e.g., 
if you have the "transformation" planet in the house of "home", go to the column marked 
"Planet” keywords in house" and write "transformation" next to the "home" house keyword). 

13. Fill out the worksheet, putting the sign keywords next to the planet keywords (e.g., if you have a 
"relationships" sign (modifying a planet) modifying the "expansion" planet, go to the column 
marked "Sign keywords in house" and write "relationships" next to the "expansion" planet 
keyword). 

14. Use the information you wrote down to complete part of 10 "astrosentences" in the space 
number 1-10 on the worksheet. Remember SIGN “keyword” modifies PLANET “keyword” 
focused on HOUSE “keyword”.  Only write out the PLANET “keyword” focused on HOUSE 
“keyword” part of the “astro-sentence”. 
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15. Complete the “astro-sentence” by writing in the SIGN “keyword” information. 

16. For ideas about how to extend the “keywords” to better indicate issues, see: 
http://www.geocities.com/wilsontctc/Advanced_chart_interpretation.htm 

17. If using Astro.com, make sure you complete this step: 
http://www.geocities.com/wilsontctc/No_planet_interaction_signs_on_lines_connecting_planets.htm 

18. Write out an “astro-sentence” in the space marked “complete your aspect “astro-sentences” 
here” 

19. Find the planet for the “astro-sentence” 

20. Look for a line connecting this planet to a different planet 

21. Write out the “astro-sentence” for the different planet below the first “astro-sentence” 

22. Find the aspect that connects the two planets 

23. Write out the keyword for the aspect after the first “astro-sentence” (i.e., the result is “astro-
sentence 1” aspect keyword “astro-sentence 2”) 

24. Repeat steps 18-23 for as many “astro-sentences” as possible 


